matter. The private courses—most of them—are still numb to the discovery.

Nine holes of each of several fee plants have been illuminated and the results, while leaving room for improvement, are so satisfactory that night golf looms as one of the big draws in 1931 entertainment and sport. Illuminating engineers are working out installations that will make the ball easy to follow and find, with an initial and operating expense low enough to make the lighting plant a good investment. Minor league baseball has been using night lighting with great success this year and to forecast that night golf will be prominently in the pastiming picture next year is simply stating a foregone conclusion.

Where the private clubs have been overlooking a hunch is in not lighting more of their practice putting greens. The clubs usually are trying to attract more dinner business, and this night use of one of the course details has been proved to be valuable as a magnet, according to the lesson from the miniature courses. Even if the increase in dinner volume is not large, there may be expected a reasonably good use of a night lighted putting green at a private course and a consequent boost in the volume of beverage business. Look over any club statement, note the profit rung up on the beverages, and you'll see that this business deserves all possible encouragement.

Installation and operating costs are not out of line for illuminating a putting green and those clubs having such installations are finding them very popular.

SUPPLY HELP IN CLUB REFUSE DISPOSAL PROBLEM

NEW YORK CITY—Seth Sales Co., 62 W. 14th st., is booking many golf club orders for its "Burn-All" incinerator which is available in three sizes: the smallest with a capacity of 2½ bushels, selling for $32.50, and the largest, having 8½ bushels capacity, selling for $92.50. The device is for outdoor installation. It is odorless and spark-proof. It quickly disposes of garbage, refuse, rubbish, leaves, and other combustible material.

JUST because one fertilizer smells worse than another is no sign the former is any more efficient. Buy your fertilizer on the basis of your turf needs as established by an analysis—never mind the odor.